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DLRSAMPLES002 ALT-A presents TECH-FUNK SAMPLES 2!
Posted by el luchador - 2015/03/23 10:05
_____________________________________
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Mark Holbrook aka ALT-A  is one of the fresh faces of the Breaks scene and one of the hottest names
for 2014. The superb British producer is bringing with him a wealth of musical knowledge, technical
experience and fresh innovative sounds. From a young age he learnt to play the piano and guitar as well
as studying music theory which evolved into a lifelong passion for music. His first introduction to music
production was in 1999 when at the time he was playing Hard House at various clubs across Yorkshire,
but unfortunately this was cut short and by 2002 other priorities meant it had to be put on hold. Fast
forward 10 years to 2012, long overdue the production spark was rekindled. His first Breaks release was
for the Spanish breaks label FUNN DARK RECORDS back in May of 2013 (the single “IT'S LIKE
GRAVY.....BABY!”) and since then he never looked back. Awesome singles and remixes for labels like
SPEKTRA RECORDINGS, MUSIC DARK RECORDS, YEAH MAN RECORDS, BEAT BY BRAIN
RECORDS, V.I.M.BREAKS, KINDCRIME RECORDINFS, RAVESTA RECORDS, FANTOMAS
RECORDS, BOOTY TRAX RECORDS, EGO SHOT RECORDINGS, SUB ELEMENT RECORDINGS,
TOAST & JAM RECORDINGS, MORPHOSIS RECORDS and more, strong support by almost
everybody and huge chart success was achieved the last 1,5 years while 2014 was a really productive
and successful year for him. ALT-A entered the DIABLO LOCO RECORDS family (as the mighty “El
Oldschoolico” luchador)  Autumn of 2014 with the mighty “GET A RUSH ON” single which climbed till
No14 on BEATPORT Breaks TOP100 chart and followed by the hands-in-the-air anthem “MUST BE
THE MUSIC” in December of the same year! Watch out for more Breaks excellence for this fast rising
Luchador!!  

https://soundcloud.com/alt-a 
http://www.beatport.com/artist/alt-a/327073 
https://www.facebook.com/ALTAPRODUCTIONS 

DIABLO LOCO RELEASES 
1.DLR058 ALT-A “GET A RUSH ON” 
(NOEMI & YERA W remix) 
2.DLR065 ALT-A “MUST BE THE MUSIC) 
(THE FLASHBACK PROJECT remix) 

PREVIEW ON SOUNDCLOUD 
https://soundcloud.com/diablo-loco-records/dlrsamples002-alt-a-presents 

BEATPORT LINK 
http://sounds.beatport.com/pack/diablo-loco-luchadores-tech-funk-breaks-samples-vol-2/10465
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